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Re-commissioning of the LHC 

 

From now to the first physics fill 

SCOPE 



Provide best possible “products” to OP, ABP etc. 

Estimate/optimize/minimize the beam time 

needed to re-commission the systems 

Avoid negative image “situations” for the group 

Objectives 1 



Identify early possible issues 

Inform the “users” of what they should 

expect 

Be aware of what we provide (performance, 

usability, reliability etc.) 

Objectives 2 



Mini-audits of the situation/plans/goals of each 

system (T.B. and ad-hoc meetings) 

Brain storming on possible issues, dependencies on 

other systems (CO, timings etc.) , 

commissioning/debugging steps 

Prepare commissioning plan documents for each 

system 

Methods 1 



Communication of status/plans to the users (OP, ABP) 

Ensure readiness/support for HW checks, dry runs etc. 

Provide an easily accessible tracking tool of 

status/actions 

Methods 2 



This is a team work requiring every one to play the 

same game 

My role is just to facilitate the process 

The details of the methods and tools have to be 

defined together, your input is welcome 

Conclusions 



Need to provide precise and reliable transverse 
emittance measurements: Wire scanners, BSRT, 
Ionization profile monitors, BGV 

Need to provide reliable BPM interlock in IR6 (solve 
problem of reflections) 

Need to provide reliable dI/dt monitors (SIS) 

Need to provide reliable abort gap population 
monitors (SIS) 

Evian open points 1 



Need to provide precise and reliable Tune 

measurement 

Need to provide reliable feedbacks for tune and orbit 

(this is now split between 3 groups) 

Need reliable beam loss system adapted for 6.5 TeV 

(UFOS etc.) 

Evian open points 2 



Transfer line tests (Done) 

We did well, but it was an easy task and we can/must do 
better for the LHC 

Dry runs (all the time and fluid) 

Will gather the exact program from Reyes and Verena 
and keep you updated 

Sector tests February 2015 (?) 

Upcoming milestones 


